
The Advanced Laser Training Pistol (The ATLP) line of products are a series of training pistols aimed to make accidental/neg-
ligent discharges a thing of the past, by training shooters of all experience levels to exercise proper trigger finger discipline. 

Equipped with a state-of-the-art sensor within the trigger guard, the ATLP is able to detect a finger falling inside the trigger 
guard, and furthermore is able to distinguish between an intended “squeeze of the trigger” versus improper trigger finger 
discipline.  Once improper technique is found, an alarm will sound and two LED’s will flash alongside the frame of the training 
gun, alerting the shooter of their error so that it may be corrected.  

The ATLP is modeled after either the Glock 17 or Smith & Wesson M&P (the Sig P320 is schedule to arrive during 2nd quarter 
of 2020), is available in orange or black (dependent on model chosen), and comes pre-equipped with the Laser Ammo Sure-
Strike™ laser cartridge (in either red or IR).  The ATLP also equips a removable weighted magazine (with spare mags available 
for purchase), allowing the shooter to practice magazine changes.  

The ATLP is an excellent training aid for not only first-time shooters, but also Law Enforcement & Military looking for a safe 
and effective way to train under pressure and instill the importance of proper technique to avoid accidental/negligent dis-
charges.

Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser base firearms training. With R&D in Israel, and sales office both in the USA and Europe, 
our users include military, Law Enforcement, firearms trainers, competitive and recreational shooters alike. Our product philosophy is: 
affordable, high quality products, that will allow any level of shooter to train anytime anywhere!
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Available as: SKU MSRP

M&P Compatible ATLP w/IR Laser (color: orange) SF25-PLTPIR $385

M&P Compatible ATLP w/Red Laser (color: orange) SF25-PLTP $365

Glock 17 Compatible ATLP w/IR Laser (color: orange) SF30-PLTPIR $385

Glock 17 Compatible ATLP w/Red Laser (color: orange) SF30-PLTP $365

Glock 17 Compatible ATLP w/IR Laser (color:  black) SF30-ATLP-B-IR $385

Glock 17 Compatible ATLP w/Red Laser (color: black) SF30-ATLP-B $365

https://youtu.be/YE5Ta6VRWwM
https://youtu.be/by6ywV9zAi8
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnIi_8EIhYzddx7v7nczzfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s92fjORtBS0
https://www.laser-ammo.com/about/media-resources
https://www.facebook.com/laser.ammo
mailto:info%40laser-ammo.com?subject=
https://www.instagram.com/laserammo/
http://www.laser-ammo.com

